Complete and submit this form to the mailbox labeled “Recital Forms” in AFA 150 (Faculty Pool) to perform on MC’s Student Recital series.

The submission deadline is ONE WEEK before the date of the recital. Please be accurate when listing performance lengths. Carefully check the spelling of composer and title names, including accent marks in foreign words. Also, take care to check the composer’s dates.

**Date of Recital Performance: _________________________________**

1. **Title of Work: _________________________________**
   
   Movement(s): _____________________  Opus: _________  Performance length: __________
   
   Composer (full name): _______________________________________________________________
   
   Dates: ________________________________  Arranger: _______________________________
   
   Performer(s): _____________________________________________________________________
   
   Instrument / Voice type: _____________________  Accompanist (if one): _______________________
   
   Preferred placement in program (indicate one):   Beginning       Middle       End

2. **Title of Work: _________________________________**
   
   Movement(s): _____________________  Opus: _________  Performance length: __________
   
   Composer (full name): _______________________________________________________________
   
   Dates: ________________________________  Arranger: _______________________________
   
   Performer(s): _____________________________________________________________________
   
   Instrument / Voice type: _____________________  Accompanist (if one): _______________________
   
   Preferred placement in program (indicate one):   Beginning       Middle       End

______________________________________________    __________________________
Signature of MC Applied Music Instructor        Date
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